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A reader of the German translation of my vaccine book alerted me to a meeting for what he called “Corona 
deniers” streamed live on 19 March 2021. A Corona Committee is run by lawyer Reiner Fuellmich who 
appears in the video with Vera Sharav. He accepts everything she says and does not ask critical questions. 
Sharav spoke over the subject, The roots of evil, after 3 hours and 10 minutes. The reader told me she is 
believed by corona deniers to be a credible witness for the thesis that the governments only want to 
subdue their populations. I therefore found it worthwhile to report some of what she said at the meeting.  

 
Sharav talked endlessly about Nazi atrocities. Much of what she said was pure speculation or constituted 
totally unjustified parallels to current day societies. 
 
She started by mentioning the Nazi regime and the Jude star and what she experienced herself. “I learned 
about the nature of evil. I know the consequences of being stigmatized as a spreader of disease.” She talks 
about exclusionary laws that barred Jews from living a normal life and explains that these experiences 
sensitized her to the current government dictates.  
 
3.12.25: Sharav compares medicine under the Nazi regime with how it is now, speaking about how “moral 
norms were systematically obliterated.” 
 
3.12.45: “The Nazi system destroyed a social conscience in the name of public health. Violations against 
individuals and classes of human beings were institutionalized. Eugenic public health driven policy replaced 
the physicians’ focus on the good of the individual … Criminal methods were used to enforce policies. Nazi 
propaganda used fear of infectious epidemics to demonize Jews as spreaders of disease as a menace to 
public health.” 
 
3.14.22: “Medical mandates today are a major step backward towards a fascist dictatorship and genocide. 
Governments dictate medical interventions. These undermine our dignity as well as our freedom. First, it 
was vaccination mandates for children. Now, it is for adults ... The stark lesson of the Holocaust is … that 
medicine … can be perverted from a healing humanitarian profession to a murderous apparatus ... The 
objective of T4 [a campaign of mass murder by involuntary ‘euthanasia’ in Nazi Germany] was to eliminate 
the economic burden of those the regime and the doctors deemed worthless eaters.” 
 
3.23.0: “Covid-19 pandemic has exposed eugenics driven public health policies in western Europe and in 
the United States. This is a chilling replay of T4. Government directives to hospitals and nursing homes 
essentially condemned the elderly to death. In Europe and in the United States, hospitals were ordered not 
to treat, not to provide medical treatment, including oxygen, to elderly people in nursing homes. Several US 
governors sent infected elderly people to nursing homes knowing that they lacked essential safeguards to 
prevent the spread of the virus. Before he issued the executive order that sent 15,000, more than 15,000, 
human beings to death, Governor Cuomo New York State predicted that the virus would be like fires 
through dried grass in nursing homes.” 
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3.34.40: “Today, debates are being forbidden. A doctor is not allowed to say that a virus is being exploited 
to maintain a state of fear. Lockdowns have this time around proved to be very effective tools for social 
control, but they failed to change the course of the virus. People are being conditioned to submit passively 
to government dictate ... Mandatory masks are an insidious psychological weapon made to demean our 
dignity as free human beings. They do not work in this or any epidemic and they are the symbolic 
equivalent of the yellow star … For global oligarchs, the Covid pandemic has been a financial bonanza. 
American billionaires increased their vast personal wealth by 2.2 trillion dollars just in 2020. So, I guess we 
really can’t overlook the strong financial incentive for lockdowns that destroy competition … local 
industries in most cities certainly have gone bankrupt. We are supposed to only buy from the large 
Amazons. This is planned.”  
 
3.39.43: “Bill Gates stated in 2020 that the final solution to the pandemic will be a vaccine. You can decide 
what that means. Of course, he is referring to, and he is old enough, but in other words, this is a kind of a 
final solution. To ensure compliance with Covid vaccines, governments have instituted unprecedented 
aggressive measures. Primarily to ensure a vigorous cash flow.”  
 
3.46.45: Question from Fuellmich to Sharav: “What is the ultimate goal? What are they after?” Sharav: 
“Greed. The great reset … It’s laid out. It’s laid out. And it is essentially to finish the job. Only now it’s global. 
It’s to go beyond Hitler. He only looked at Europe and taking over Russia but still, he didn’t think global. 
This is global. It’s about population reduction that has always been the oligarchs’ goal since John D 
Rockefeller. And power. Control ... What they are doing with this virus is to institute absolutely 
unprecedented oppressive and repressive elements that imprison us in our homes. They will, we are being 
tracked, surveyed, you know, the green passports are now being instituted to have an apartheid two class 
society. One class privileged, the other reviled and discriminated against. Sounds familiar? Will those 
detention camps follow and how will people be killed? The Nazis used tattoos to identify and track Jews, 
well, so they don’t escape, right? Well, now we have got even invasive tracking surveillance technology, 
already done, it has been developed thanks to Bill Gates, the financing, including chips tattoos.”  
 
3.49.05: “Now this great reset is a master plan. Just as Hitler had a master plan, the great reset or the new 
world order, or the forced industrial revolution, this is a plan and it is out in the open, and it’s been, you 
know, he published it. Covid, as he indicated himself, Klaus Schwab [executive chairman of the World 
Economic Forum], has provided, is a wonderful opportunity to reset. Did any of us give informed consent to 
a reset of the world? … The oligarchs already own governments … It’s not the virus that’s the problem, it’s 
the eugenics that’s the problem, it has never gone away … The elite truly believes that they are 
Übermenschen and we are all Untermenschen. That is what is driving this … Once you start having these 
two class systems, you will not prevent a global holocaust. And they can do it remotely, click, click … They 
also want to control our thinking; they want to know what we are thinking … We were the victims, your 
ancestors were the perpetrators. We now must work together … This time around, we won’t let them get 
away with it because it really, it’s worse.”  
 
4.04.30: Sharav talks about the trial showing that oxygen given to premature babies was harmful, but she 
draws the wrong conclusion about this highly laudable trial that it was unethical. This is typical of the way 
she argues. It is like listening to the sirens of Andrew Wakefield, one of the biggest fraudsters in medicine, 
which Sharav considers a hero. I have described how she argues in relation to Wakefield in my book, 
Vaccines: Truth, Lies, and Controversy.  
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